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This article is part 5 of a series that focuses on connecting meaningful relationships through Constituent 
Relationship Management (CRM). A good place to start reading is this introductory article packed with five 
different use cases for technology. We have also pulled out an excerpt relating to this article below.

Creating a Constituent Community
Focus: Programs Officer and Beneficiary

Meet Veronica, a programs officer who works at an organization that helps provide services and guidance to children with epilepsy 

and to their families. Many of the parents in her programs tell her they’d like to connect directly with other parents of children with 

epilepsy for advice and mutual support. Veronica’s organization needs its CRM system to facilitate direct connections through a 

member directory, social media, and discussion forums—it also needs to let staff and volunteer moderators play a role in fostering 

positive community.

Veronica loves hearing from parents that they’ve made a connection through the online community that 
helped them feel less alone in their efforts.

 M Allow clients to manage their own 
information, apply for courses or 
programs, and engage with their  
case manager through online portals. 

 M Provide self-service tools for volunteers  
to fundraise or plan events on behalf of 
the organization.

 M Create communities for constituents 

to engage with and support each other 

online while connecting their community 

activity to their other interactions with 

the organization.

Veronica wants her CRM system to…



Creating a Constituent Community

Constituent Relationship Management, or CRM, provides 

opportunities for your organization to create more meaningful 

connections between staff and the people who participate in 

your programs. It can also help your constituents feel more 

connected to each other.

For example, imagine a nonprofit that supports the families of 

children with epilepsy. With a CRM, it can offer easier ways for 

parents to register for workshops online or ask questions of a staff 

expert, reducing stress at a very stressful time in their lives and 

ensuring they can quickly and easily get the information that’s 

most important for them. 

But supporting a child with a serious disease is challenging—and 

it can be isolating. The organization could support these families 

more powerfully by helping them support each other with a 

CRM-driven online community. Families can ask each other 

questions directly, lend support, and share frustrations and 

encouragement with others who are going through the same 

experience.

That’s the true power of CRM. It can streamline and simplify, but 

at its best it can also connect, create deeper relationships, and 

transform lives.

When your organization provides services, constituents have high expectations. It’s a modern world—we can 
deposit checks by smartphone camera and track our heart rate with watches, after all—so people expect 
nonprofit programs and services to be similarly accessible, online, useful, and personal.

Once upon a time, constituents cheerfully picked up the phone to schedule an appointment and registered for classes by mail. 

Those days are gone. Increasingly people expect to have the full spectrum of engagement with your organization online, with their 

information stored and their needs met before they even have to ask.

But the power of online engagement can go far beyond the transactional—it can create a community. Whether your nonprofit offers 

classes, counseling, events, specialized resources, or something else entirely, empowering constituents to engage with each other and 

staff will not only help them ensure their needs are met—it will help them feel more connected and supported, and it will help you 

better serve them and your mission. 

CRM Creates Positive Experiences



Baltimore Corps is building positive change in Baltimore, MD, 

by connecting talented, passionate individuals with local social 

impact organizations in need of skilled staff. As it provides 

training and resources to each cohort of 40-50 new fellows, its 

online community serves as an invaluable way for program staff 

to provide updates to fellows and for the fellows to connect  

with each other.

“Our Salesforce community is our front line for our staff to 

interact with the fellows,” said Director of Data Technology  

and Evaluation Billy Daly. “We run trainings and workshop  

series on topics ranging from racial equity to design thinking. 

Every training has its own community group where our staff  

can post recordings, share resources, and ask questions, and  

the fellows can discuss the content with each other.” Through  

the community platform, fellows can also message each  

other directly to ask questions about each other’s work.

Baltimore Corps has learned that a crucial step to success with 

communities is being clear about goals and how it wants people 

to make use of the community. 

“Don’t try to boil the ocean,” Billy said. “If you try to pack every 

possible feature and use case into a community, it will get 

overwhelming for your users. Be focused on what you want the 

community to do for you.” 

The organization has focused on using its community to support 

its training opportunities,  where it’s important to foster useful 

discussion and keep resources organized and easily accessible. 

Unlike a listserv, where emails tend to get lost, users can always 

find what they’re looking for.

On the other hand, it prefers to leave the social aspect of 

community to a Facebook group, which helps keep its Salesforce 

community focused and uncluttered.

As an arts education organization with a small staff, the Lawrence 

Arts Center knows the importance of making its processes feel 

both easy and personal. When it invested in a new CRM that let 

staff see all programs data in one place, the Center immediately 

put it to work for students and program participants.

“We’ve got a unified picture of our constituents,” said Salesforce 

Administrator Brent Lind. “What classes do they take? What 

events do they attend? What about their family and kids? We can 

offer them classes and communications that fit their interests.”

That might mean giving the best dance enthusiasts first dibs 

on registering for the newest dance class, or making it easy for 

them to sort through classes online and quickly register for their 

favorites. But it can also mean using students’ interests to give 

them better offerings. For the first time, staff and instructors can 

look at all the classes a student takes and find opportunities for 

new classes. 

“We’ve got the potential for cross-departmental offerings,” Brent 

said. “Our staff are excited about making new connections with 

their students’ interests across all our programs.”

Let’s look at how some very different organizations use CRM to create positive experiences for their program 
participants, and how your organization can do the same.

Supporting Training and Personal Growth

Connecting with the Arts

CRM in the Real World



The grant application process is rarely simple for either the 

grantmaker or the applicants. Before it awards a grant, the 

Global Fund for Women, an international organization that does 

advocacy and grantmaking around women’s rights, collects 

detailed information from grantees—and after the grant, it looks 

for thorough report-backs on the effectiveness. The Fund has 

used its CRM to take the pain out of this process.

“It’s a multi-step process, all online, all secure,” said Donor 

Stewardship Officer Renee Saedi, who is also the organization’s 

“de facto Salesforce administrator.” “We have a secure log-

in process to track each stage of the application and allow 

applicants to return and fill in more information—first the basics, 

and then, for those who move to the next level, a more detailed 

set of data. A year later, our recipients return and use our online 

portal to report back in a consistent way on their results.”

It’s important to connect each stage of the process to each 

other stage, and the CRM holds all of the information from each 

applicant, allowing staff to see all the data in one place when 

they communicate. And for their grant applicants, the process is 

as streamlined and convenient as any grant process can be—they 

can come back to the same place each time with the same login 

and know exactly what they need to submit.

Hillel International has a great international network of 

professionals supporting its work, but with more than 190 

professionally staffed affiliate organizations serving more than 

550 campuses in North America, along with 15 other countries 

around the world, many of those professionals have long been 

isolated from each other. To help them connect with and support 

each other, Hillel International turned to an online community 

structure supported by its CRM. 

“We have over 1,500 professionals within our movement, and 

they’re spread across organizations and campuses around 

the world,” said Andrew Cohen, Vice President for Technology 

Strategy and Operations. “We just rolled out an online 

community that, for the first time, will make it easy for them to 

contact each other and share resources.”

Building an online community often seems daunting to 

organizations, but Andrew pointed out that, at least on the 

technology side, it doesn’t have to take a huge amount of work. 

“Our audience is unique,” he said, “but the features we needed 

are fairly conventional, so we were able to use an off-the-shelf 

product.” 

It didn’t take much work to apply some basic customizations, pull 

in user data from the CRM to populate community profiles, and 

roll out the new system to the network. Now, these professionals 

have a centralized hub to find each other, locate resources, and 

get updates about events. It’s mobile-friendly and even uses 

single sign-on, making it incredibly easy for people to participate.

Turning Complex Processes into Self-Service

Bringing Professionals Together



Conclusion

We often think about CRM technology as being “for fundraising” or 

“for marketing,” but the truth is that CRM is about relationships—and 

relationships permeate every aspect of a nonprofits work, including 

program work. Building strong relationships with the constituents 

we serve is just as important, if not more so, than relationships with 

supporters and donors.

Using your CRM to support program work could be as simple as putting 

your application forms online, or as complex as building a custom  

portal to provide very specific and unique ways for your constituents to 

interact with you. The most important thing is to make sure that you’re 

focusing on the people: what do your constituents want? What do they 

need? What will make their lives easier, and what will make them grateful 

to you for providing that crucial piece of support that they didn’t know 

they needed?

Every organization is different, and not every organization runs the 

same types of constituent-focused programs. But don’t forget about 

this important audience when you think about your CRM. Our program 

work—the work that achieves our mission—is all about creating thriving 

relationships with the people who need us.

“The most important thing 
is to make sure that you’re 
focusing on the people”

Visit Salesforce.org for more information.


